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The French expedition to Egypt, which
Bonaparte launched in 1798, was one of
the most exciting, harrowing, futile, and
yet most fruitful adventures in modern
times.
Although the expedition was
doomed, and almost everyone in it had
only one wish-to go home-the impact of
the three years of French occupation left a
lasting mark on Egypt.
The book is
crowded with dramatic episodes. We see
the French, without supplies, crossing the
desert in midsummer and, without a rest,
fighting the Battle of the Pyramids. We
witness the glories and horrors of the Battle
of the Nile, the uprising of Cairo, the
butcheries at Jaffa and at Acre, the labors
of the Institute of Egypt, the ravages of the
plague, and the unbelievable game that
Bonaparte played with Islam.
The
personalities are no less colorful than the
incidents. Besides Bonaparte, who
revealed, while in Egypt, his most
repulsive and his most admirable qualities,
there are the forthright and caustic General
Kleber; Lord Nelson of the Nile; the
uncatchable Mameluke Murad Bey; the
Pasha of Acre, who gloried in the surname
Djezzar, the Butcher; and the chivalrous
and eccentric Sir Sidney Smith. Add to
that list the selfless and heroic General
Desaix; Dr. Desgenettes, who inoculated
himself with the plague and survived to
give Bonaparte a public dressing-down;
General Menou, who became a Moslem to
marry a bath-keepers daughter; and Pauline
Foures, who became Bonapartes mistress
in one of the more ludicrous episodes of
the campaign.
Christopher Herold has
drawn on official documents, on Arabic
chronicles, on the memoirs and diaries of
generals, officers, simple soldiers, artists,
engineers, and physicians. He has also
visited the countries where the action took
place and pushed thoroughness to the point
of
contracting
(briefly)
Egyptian
ophthalmia; although he stopped short at
seeking first-hand experience with the
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plague.
If you wish to understand the
Napoleonic Era, this book is a must read.
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The Project Gutenberg eBook of Bonaparte in Egypt, by Haji A The Napoleonic Invasion of Egypt (Click on the
images to enlarge) Napoleon Bonaparte On July 1, 1798, Napoleon landed in Egypt with 400 ships and 54,000 :
Bonaparte in Egypt eBook: Christopher Herold: Kindle Bonaparte in Egypt by J. Christopher Herold, 1962
Online - Questia Originally published in 1962, J. Christopher Herolds Bonaparte in Egypt is the best modern account
of this extraordinary campaign. In a detailed study, elegantly : Bonaparte in Egypt (9781934757765): J. Christopher
The warships commanded by Bonaparte left Toulon, a Mediterranean port on the south coast of France, bound for
Egypt. On the way, they captured the small Bonaparte in Egypt (2): the scientific expedition - The French campaign
in Egypt and Syria was an expedition to the Orient by the French Armee dOrient, under the command of Napoleon, from
17. Napoleon in Egypt, or Egomaniac on the Loose - The Napoleon Series Buy Bonaparte in Egypt on ? FREE
SHIPPING on qualified orders. The Egyptian Campaign - PBS Read the full-text online edition of Bonaparte in Egypt
(1962). The Campaign in Egypt - France was still at war with Great Britain, and Bonaparte hoped to disrupt British
the port of Malta, and on July 1, 1798, landed with 35,000 soldiers in Egypt. none Images for Bonaparte in Egypt
Before he was thirty, Napoleon greatly expanded French rule in. Napoleon in Egypt - Editorial Reviews. About the
Author. J. Christopher Herold was an editor at both Columbia Bonaparte in Egypt - Kindle edition by Christopher
Herold. Bonaparte in Egypt by J. Christopher Herold Reviews, Discussion Though the Egyptian Campaign was a
military failure, its cultural legacy to Europe was remarkable. Along with his army, Napoleon Bonaparte took to Egypt
Napoleon > Napoleon in Egypt - NGV 19th May 1798-30th floreal year VI: Bonaparte sets sail for Egypt. 11th June
1798-23rd prairial year VI: taking of Malta. 2nd July 1798-14th messidor year VI: French Invasion of Egypt,
1798-1801 - In ordering an expedition to Egypt and creating an Army of the Orient in April 1798, under the command
of the young General Bonaparte, Frances INS Scholarship 1998: The Napoleonic Institute of Egypt The Battle of the
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Pyramids, also known as the Battle of Embabeh, was a major engagement fought on July 21, 1798 during the French
Invasion of Egypt. The French army under Napoleon Bonaparte scored a decisive victory Bonaparte in Egypt eBook:
Christopher Herold: : Kindle I recently saw Bonaparte et lEgypte: Feu et Lumieres (Bonaparte and Egypt: Fire and
Enlightenment) at the Institut du Monde Arabe. Ambitious title, and my Napoleon and the Scientific Expedition to
Egypt Linda Hall Library : Bonaparte In Egypt [Illustrated Edition] eBook: J The Project Gutenberg EBook of
Bonaparte in Egypt and the Egyptians of To-day, by Haji A. Browne This eBook is for the use of anyone anywhere at no
cost Egypt : Napoleon Bonapartes Campaign in Egypt : the Pyramids Jan 16, 2006 The French army was large,
although perhaps not large enough to attempt the permanent occupation of Egypt on its own. The original plan
Bonaparte in Egypt - YouTube A summary of The Egyptian Campaign and Napoleons Rise in s Napoleon Bonaparte.
Learn exactly what happened in this chapter, scene, or section of Bonaparte, Napoleon - Egyptian Campaign AwesomeStories Originally published in 1962, J. Christopher Herolds Bonaparte in Egypt is the best modern account of
this extraordinary a detailed study, elegantly SparkNotes: Napoleon Bonaparte: The Egyptian Campaign and Oct
15, 2008 - 5 min - Uploaded by theCajun CutthroatThe legendary french military and scientific expedition in Egypt
(1798-1801). Music : Maurice Napoleon in Egypt - Archaeology Magazine Archive In a largely unsuccessful effort
to gain the support of the Egyptian population, Bonaparte French campaign in Egypt and Syria - Wikipedia Dec 28,
2013 - 58 min - Uploaded by MagnificentCenturyThe French Campaign in Egypt and Syria (1798--1801) was Napoleon
Bonapartes campaign Napoleon Bonaparte and Egypts lost scrolls Art and design The Editorial Reviews. About
the Author. J. Christopher Herold (1919-1964) was an editor at Bonaparte In Egypt [Illustrated Edition] by [Herold, J.
Christopher]. French campaign in Egypt and Syria Napoleon Bonaparte Wiki They also came to share their
European scientific knowledge with the Egyptian population. The Europeans who arrived with Bonaparte in Egypt were
surprised
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